ARCHIVAL CITY. BRIDGING URBAN PAST AND FUTURE

Documenting the Ordinary Cities in Southeast Asia
Seminar in Chiang Mai & Bangkok (19-24 February 2023)


Faculty of Architecture, Chiang Mai (CMU)
Faculty of Architecture, Chulalongkorn University
Université Gustave Eiffel - Paris-East Sup
Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture Paris-Belleville (ENSAPB)
UMR AUSser / IPRAUS
Centre de Chiang Mai, Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient (EFEO)

In partnership with:
CNRS-INSHS International Research Network « Creating and Mapping the Heritages of the Ordinary City » (CREMA).
International Research Network « Southeast Asia Neighborhoods Network » (SEANNET)
CHIANG MAI (19-22 February)

Sunday, February 19th, 2023
Afternoon
● Arrival to Chiang Mai

Monday, February 20th, 2023

Morning (8.30-12.00)
● Bicycle tour: knowing Chiang Mai old town from North-south and east-west axis
● Old town’s temples visit: Wat Puak Tam, Wat Lam Chang, Wat Prasingh, Wat Chedi Luang

Lunch

Afternoon (14.00-18.00)

14.30-15.30
Opening session at the Faculty of Architecture, Chiang Mai University
● Welcome by Dean of Faculty of Architecture, Chiang Mai University
● Opening speech (Nathalie Lancret)
● A round table introduction of Archival City members and attendees

Short break

● Presentation of Archival City Program (Vincent Lemire) -25 mn
● Archival City Project: Chiang Mai Case Study (Pijika Pumketkao Lecourt) - 25 mn

15.30-16.45 Coffee break

16.15-17.45
Chiang Mai Urban Archives: Diversity of Experience
● Introduction : Documenting the city of Chiang Mai: issues, stakes and projects (Komson Teeraparbwnong) – 15 mn
● Presentation of different resources and archives (CMU&Payap Archive) tbc.
● Heritage Work’s Documentation (Woralun Boonyasurat) – 15 mn
● Ordinary city documentation as part of urban courses and researches on Chiangmai, 1985-2019 (Nathalie Lancret) – 15 mn
● Southeast Asia Neighborhoods Network, Seannet (Komson Teeraparbwnong) – 15 mn
Learning City Program (Pranom Tansukanun) - 15 mn

17.45-18.00 Presentation of field visits
Tuesday, February 21st, 2023

Morning (9.00-12.30)
- Lanna Architecture Center (Khum Jao Bureerat) / Treasury Museum
- TCDC and Kad Mueng Mai Market (11.00-12.30)

Lunch

Afternoon
- Market visits: Kad Warorot & Ton Lumyai
- Wat Ked’s historical collections/archives / Kad San Pah Koi Market
- Wua-Lai area visit: Wat Sri Supan, Wat Muen-Sarn

Wednesday, February 22nd, 2023

- Institute visits: Chiang Mai City, Arts & Culture Centre / Folk museums / House of photograph
- National Archive and Library (11.00-12.30)

Lunch

Afternoon (13.30-16.00)

Closing session at EFEO
- Archival City’s Tools, Data processing and Progresses (Carole Lamoureux) - 25 mn
- Open Science: the role of Datapapers and their Methodology (Paul Lecat and Annalaura Turiano) - 25 mn
- Bologna: Studying archives on the long term (Giuliano Milani) - 20 mn

Break
- Archival city perspectives (Vincent Lemire) - 20 mn
- Final discussion on the creation project of the ordinary city archives centre at Chiang Mai.

16.00 To Chiang Mai airport for flight to Bangkok / Farewell
BANGKOK (23-25 February)

Thursday, February 23rd, 2023

Morning (9.00-12.30)

- Visit Chulalongkorn Research Unit: Historical Maps and Documents for Urban and Architectural Study
- Meeting with the Dean, Assistant Professor Sarayut Supsook and Team (cooperation between Chulalongkorn University, University Gustave Eiffel)

Lunch

Afternoon

- Visit of Siam society Library (tbc)

Friday, February 24th, 2023

Morning (9.00-12.30)

- Visit of Thonburi

Lunch

Afternoon (14.00-16.00)

- Visit of Bang Pho, wood street (quartier menuiserie de Bangkok)
  A site of Bangkok Design Week and one of future creative district of Bangkok with collaboration with Social Innovation Hub Chulalongkorn University in “Bang Pho Living Lab” research project.